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I am FAITH ANDRUS  speaking for the Hemp Clinic Group located in Paso Robles we are
certified and prepared to create facilities to end homelessness for 800 veterans and 250
children and their families . 

The location that we are looking at is 4545 Airport Rd., Richard Figeoura has been working on
getting licensing and permissions granted and ready to build this shelter, grow,lab and farm in
this location for five years and now we are coming very close to completing the dream
completing the vision but we are asking for a $20million grant to begin building and so far the
most cost effective asbestos abatement is  $20 million for the abatement and possible removal
of non reparable buildings if agreed to by our board of directors. The facility provides jobs as
well as money to the investors. We have orchestrated a plan that also includes business. We
are providing organic wellness gardens, organic food gardens, as well as hemp and CBD

If you would, please take a moment to look at our website on the website it shows the benefits
of those two now when you add them with a large arrangement of what grows naturally, that’s
all organic created in our habitats are renewable earth-based habitats located on the property.
You will notice that the yield is great and it is large. It is some of the purest that you will find
why because it is protected why because we are treating the water why because that’s what the
plants need to grow and sustain , the plants that are living with all of this juicy chlorophyll in it
in the water so pure helps to breed a healthy conscious community, and we are constructing
communities for the veterans and for the children and families and offering them jobs and
teaching as well as training there’s already a school location right there so now we have
another school included and we strongly believe that this is the prototype for 19,433 other
locations that I’m already scouting out we’ve already been finding them And we are asking to
have permission to have this location to have the grant offered for this location so that we can
begin the asbestos abatement and begin reconstruction of the areas that must be rebuilt as well



as upgrades, urgent and necessary for the building to function for the many families and
veterans. 

The founder of Hemp Clinic Group has been a four time mercenary and is currently in the
hospital. They wanted to make sure that we came in and communicated about what we have
been busy working on. We’ve had multiple offers for our business plan structure. We feel very
strongly to participate with the VA and provide holistic wellness and care options. Holistic
options should be an options for those who are in VA, and those who are in shelters to have
options with what we are growing it’s really very beneficial to have options for those who are
allergic to other types of medication’s that it’s a source that does not cause them to have
allergic reactions. Also that it’s a source of health  to function and feel like they are getting
medically treated. 

We also have vehicles with beds in them, but we are planning to have them travel to help
those on the streets with a medical team to provide what is needed and necessary for them. 

We have already those who are ready to begin working and building as well as  evading the
asbestos. 

Our teams are ready so we’re asking for the greenlight we’re asking for the yes, the go button
With a Yes to the grant requests to be gifted to this very important company that is working
with my products as well, my holistic products integrating it with their own hemp and CBD
and utilizing the purest sources possible to provide real true expansion of wellness for those
who are in urgent need. With the places that we are creating we have created we’re in the
middle of creating and beyond, it’s really very important.

 My name is FAITH ANDRUS I am here on behalf of Hemp Clinic Group, as well as Richard
Figeroa.

HempClinicGroup.org
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